I. INTRODUCTION

T HE FINITE integration technique (FIT)
consistently transforms Maxwell's equations in their integral form into a set of matrix equations on a dual grid pair . Based on these Maxwell-grid equations (MGEs), numerical schemes for transient magnetic problems have been proposed in [2] . These finite integration implicit time domain (FI TD) formulations involve the time integration of the degenerate parabolic equation (1) where denotes the vector for the line integrals of the modified magnetic vector potential along the edges of the grid and the vector contains the time dependent excitation source currents. The eddy currents and the magnetic fluxes are given by and , respectively. While the discrete curl matrices only contain exact incidence relations, the approximation of the FIT-based formulation (1) is located in the discrete constitutive equations (2) featuring the material matrices:
for the conductivities and for the reluctivities, whereas arises from a permanent magnetic polarization.
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Time harmonic magnetic field problems can be described with the curl-curl equation [3] (3) which also allows to take displacement currents into account featuring the material matrix of averaged cell permittivities. In the finite integration frequency domain (FIFD) formulation (3) an indefinite algebraic system, which is complex-valued in the presence of conductive materials in the computational domain, has to be solved for the vector of complex amplitudes of grid voltages.
Until now, the geometrical modeling capabilities used for (1) involved the classical FIT on dual orthogonal grid doublets featuring triangularly and tetrahedrally filled cells [2] and the nonorthogonal FIT (N-FIT) [4] . In this paper, for the first time quasi-static magnetic field simulations based on equations (1) and (3) are extended with the conformal finite integration technique (C-FIT), which allows an improved geometric modeling conformal to curved material surfaces and material interfaces. The algebraic system matrices of the resultant conformal FI TD and conformal FIFD formulations are shown to be computationally only slightly more expensive than those of the classical FI TD and FIFD formulations and finally the improved modeling capabilities of this new approach are shown for test problems.
II. GEOMETRICAL MODELING IN FIT
The geometrical modeling within the FIT framework is influenced by the generation and adaption of the grid complex pair taking into account the geometry of the structure to be discretized and also by the construction of the constitutive material equations, which typically includes an averaging process of the material properties.
In the classical FIT, is usually defined as an orthogonal tensor product grid mainly due to reasons of numerical efficiency. Apart from a simplified grid generation process, it allows to achieve the fastest execution of matrix-vector-multiplications, which does not hold for general matrix storage formats necessary with nonstructured grids [2] . In addition, so-called super-convergence effects [5] are observed for orthogonal grids, i.e., the observed order of convergence is higher than the theoretically predicted one for the spatial discretization.
However, orthogonal grids have difficulties to model curved shape boundaries resulting in staircase approximations. The first solution to this problem were cells with triangular material fillings introduced into the classical FIT [6] , shown in Fig. 1 already used earlier for nodal-oriented finite difference schemes [7] . Local grid refinement schemes, so-called subgridding techniques, were developed in [8] to allow for a better localized resolution of geometrical structures with only a slightly increased number of unknowns for the whole problem. For orthogonal grid doublets , the construction, e.g., of a discrete version of Ohm's law in (2) involves the one-to-one coupling of an electrical grid voltage along a grid edge with the corresponding current through the dual facet , which is intersected perpendicularly by . This includes an averaging process for the cell conductivity on the dual facet (4) where is the maximum edge length in the dual orthogonal pair and where the truncation exponents have the values for varying cell conductivities or nonuniform grids and , otherwise. The resulting material matrices , and are diagonal due to the one-to-one coupling of edge voltages and their dual facet fluxes. The construction principle in (4) for the matrix is depicted in Fig. 2 involving the treatment of cell subvolumes.
The C-FIT, first proposed in [9] in connection with high frequency applications, represents a sophistication of the subvolume approach in equation (4), where the exact shape boundary is taken into account in the FIT discretization while still using an orthogonal grid [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The approach of the C-FIT is similar to the ideas used in so-called conformal FDTD schemes, which are, however, exclusively used for high frequency time domain simulations [10] . In the nonorthogonal FIT (N-FIT) [11] , [12] the modeling capabilities of the FIT are extended to topologically regular nonorthogonal grids as shown in Fig. 1(d) . Here, and no longer need to be orthogonal, such that each row of the constitutive material matrices in (2) must contain additional information concerning the local metric coefficients and the material properties of neighboring grid edges, which results in off-diagonal entries.
III. PCG-SOLVER CONVERGENCE FOR CFI TD AND CFIFD FORMULATIONS
The improved geometrical approximation within the CFI TD and the CFIFD formulations, however, comes at a price, which has to be paid within the solution process of the linear algebraic systems. The following results on the possible deterioration of the iterative PCG-solver convergence can only be derived for real-valued systems, but practical experience shows that they seem to extend also to the complex valued systems of CFIFD formulations. Typically, for the spectral condition numbers of the resultant algebraic system matrices the following estimate holds: (5) with a maximum deterioration factor . A typical choice for this value is , which directly corresponds to a maximum ratio by which two different materials, especially perfectly electrically conducting materials, are distinguished as such within each cell volume. To reduce the energy norm of an error by a factor for a linear system , i.e., to achieve , at most CG-iterations are required, where is the smallest integer number such that [13] . Thus, a deterioration of the condition by a factor will affect the maximum number of CG-iterations with a factor . If we apply an SSOR-preconditioning to the system matrices , the condition number improves from to , where is a constant [14] . For realistic condition numbers an improvement for the preconditioned system proportional to is to be expected. In this case, the maximum deterioration factor will increase the required maximum number of CG-iterations with a factor smaller or equal to . Such behavior of the SSOR-CG iteration process has been observed in various numerical tests. This estimate, which indicates only a linear increase of work when using C-FIT instead of FIT, has to be considered in opposition to the nonlinear asymptotical complexity of the SSOR-CG method, which was shown for CFI TD formulations as where is the number of degrees of freedom [15] . While a C-FIT formulation may become more expensive than a standard FIT approximation, an increased number of unknowns in the latter approach to reach the same geometric volume error will typically result in a computationally more expensive scheme. Fig. 3 shows a model of a conductive and permeable plate under a square current coil (1 A, 50 Hz) embedded in sphere bounded by perfectly electrically conducting walls. This test problem is calculated with the classical FI TD using triangularly filled cells and the new CFI TD formulation for three different grids. The SSOR-CG convergence histories are also given in Fig. 3 . Even for the finest discretization the increase in the required number of CG-iterations was by a factor less than as expected.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The TEAM Workshop problem 11 [16] consists of a conductive hollow sphere in an abruptly started magnetic field of T. Although this benchmark problem is very old and rather simple, it is well suited to demonstrate the effect of the new technique. For orthogonal tensor product grids, this problem represents a worst case scenario in the classical FIT since the two radii of the sphere do not allow for grid modeling without staircase approximations (cf. Fig. 4) . Thus a large number of grid cells is necessary to reduce the geometric modeling error and to obtain a sufficiently smooth discrete representation of the sphere. A first improvement in the geometrical approximation was already achieved with an FI TD simulation using N-FIT in [4] .
Figs. 4 and 6 compare a classical FIT discretization of the sphere involving triangularly filled cells with the shape conformal discrete representation in the CFI TD formulations. For both methods first the same fine grid (Figs. 4, 5) , and then a coarse grid (Figs. 6, 7 ) is used to discretize the sphere. Here, the coarse grid is specifically chosen to be too coarse, such that the final discretization of the sphere results in a nonclosed representation of the sphere when using the standard FIT approach with triangular cell subvolumes as shown in Fig. 6(a) . For the same grid, the C-FIT approach does not have this problem.
For these models, which are differently discretized while using the same orthogonal grid, Figs. 5 and 7 each show an improved solution accuracy for the new CFI TD approach over the one achieved with the classical FIT formulation.
A second test example depicting the improved modeling capabilities of the C-FIT approach consists in a helical copper coil with 5 windings shown in Fig. 8 . A sinusoidal current excitation (50 Hz) is externally applied to this coil to create a solenoidal magnetic field. The whole problem is discretized with the C-FIT approach using an orthogonal Cartesian grid with 8075 cells and the discrete solutions for the currents and the magnetic field shown in Fig. 9 are achieved with the solution of equation (3) using a complex-valued SSOR-COCG scheme [3] .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the C-FIT for transient and time harmonic magnetic field calculations. The resulting CFI TD and CFIFD formulations benefit from the improved approximation of curved boundaries while retaining all the computational advantages of orthogonal tensor product grids. An estimate on the required additional computational work within SSOR-CG iteration processes for the new approach was given in comparison to the classical FIT formulations. The improved geometrical modeling capabilities of this new approach were shown in magnetic field test problems.
